Justin Wright Justin Wright is an experienced ADR practitioner and consultant. He has
expertise providing transactional assistance, behavioral change, facilitations and both
mediation and negotiation training and coaching. In addition to his work with Habitus
and Active Neutrals, he serves on the training team at Harvard Law School’s Program on
Negotiation and at Northeastern University Business School. His teaching experience
includes a college seminar course on Negotiation at Yale University and six weeks terms
in Shanghai for legal professionals. He has extensive practice in mediation including
business, interpersonal, contract, housing and harassment prevention order matters
referred by the Massachusetts Trial Court. Justin brings this wealth of hands-on
experience and application to his negotiation training and coaching practice.
Justin has designed and led trainings for corporate, educational and non-profit institutions
in the US and abroad. More specifically, he has trained individuals at companies such as,
Eastman Chemical, Bank of America, Anika Therapeutics Inc, Commonwealth Financial,
NeighborWorks, Bavaria, FINCA, Funcación SIGNUM - Colegio de Notarios, IBM
Europe, IFC Cantabria, Better Future Project and Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.
Wright is also the co author of the forth coming book End the Job Hunt, which focuses
on the use of negotiation, collaboration and influence instead of typical networking and
job searching to attain a meaningful career.
Because of his focus on ethics and resource economics while at Yale University, Justin
is particularly interested in improving the productiveness of conversation or negotiation
between activist groups and decision makers around resource management. Most
recently, he has been working to facilitate conversations within various communities
about how to respond to climate change and with student activists at a wide range of
colleges and universities.
Before entering the field of conflict management, Justin co-founded NextGEN, an
international NGO that works to inspire and support youth to take action toward creating
a sustainable world. In 2010, he worked with the Transition Town Movement in Media,
Pennsylvania to assess the town's ecological footprint and create a vision of a sustainable
future. Justin graduated from Yale with a BA in Ethics, Politics and Economics.

